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Abstract:

Generally, most wanted to give what’s best. People on the other hand have tried killing, stealing, lying,
and committing other sins. Some are considered to be forgivable and some are not. Quantitative methodology and/or
qualitative methodology could be used. The author used essays.
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INTRODUCTION
There are complexes. It could be interpreted.

ANALYSIS
Messianic Complex 1
A state of mind in which an individual holds a belief they are, or are destined to become, a savior [1].
Messianic Complex 2
A mental condition in which the person thinks him or herself is the only person capable in the situation to solve
it, fix it, right it, etc.... keep in mind; this person believes truely that themeslves the only one able. This can be at a job
site, at a neogotiation table, inside of a project, etc etc. As with any complex or dillusion, this usually is very untrue [2].
Messiah Complex 1
A state of mind/state of being, which within the reality of the individual(s) posessing the 'complex' (sub)
consciously feel that they bear the weight of the world and that their actions and words embolden others and may be a
significant catalyst of changing the course of the world for the better. While that may or may not at times be true, the
individual(s) consistently envision (quasi) prophetic projections of the future which de-synchronize them from what
many call 'living in the present' which often in turn leaves them with a constant darkness about them, making it
immensely difficult to be content with the world and it's happenings, great or ill. As such, they feel cornered and feel as if
there is no option but to take on that role of the 'savior'. Because after all, who else will?
There is however a time and a place for such mentalities, and regrettably, many consider them to either be
preachy, delusional, insane, pretentious, or they may align them with any manner of negative perceptions. In some cases
the negative perceptions can be warranted, but the world needs more people who believe they can change it for the better.
It would seem that a significant portion of people, at some point either fantasize about or take part in
being/trying to be(come) a messiah of sorts, however such thoughts can be very constraining and the 'messiah' will often
have the mentality to enact states or efforts of self-sacrifice in hopes that it makes a positive difference[3].
Messiah Complex 2
In slang, a person who seems to think they are better than everyone else, or that they are God's gift to Earth.
Basically a term for people who are up themselves.
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It comes from real self-image where an individual believes himself to be the saviour of a group, time period, or
in an extreme case, the world. Adolf Hitler suffered a Messiah complex [4].
Analogy
Hurting is bad, Hurting should be avoided at all costs for it destroys love and religion. It could be a cult.

ANALYSIS
God Complex 1
A person with a god complex may refuse to admit the possibility of their error or failure, even in the face of
irrefutable evidence, intractable problems or difficult or impossible tasks. The person is also highly dogmatic in their
views, meaning the person speaks of their personal opinions as though they were unquestionably correct [8]. Someone
with a god complex may exhibit no regard for the conventions and demands of society, and may request special
consideration or privileges [8].
God complex is not a clinical term or diagnosable disorder and does not appear in the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), although delusions are considered a symptom of psychotic disorders, and beliefs
about entitlement and disregard for the rules of society may be symptoms of a personality disorder.
The first person to use the term god-complex was Ernest Jones (1913–51)[9]. His description, at least in the
contents page of Essays in Applied Psycho-Analysis, describes the god complex as belief that one is a god [10].
God complex 2
A psychosis based in uncontrolled narcissism, inflated arrogance and a perceived need to subjugate and/or
ridicule other individuals deemed to be inferior or unworthy [11].
God complex 3
A person is who is said to have a "God complex", does not believe he is god, but acts so arrogantly that he might
as well believe his is God or appointed to act by God [12].
Analogy
Atheism is bad.
Atheism should be avoided at all costs for it destroys love and religion. It could be a cult.
Sample Essay
Physical Punishment Harms Children
What is the best method to discipline children? Researchers found 15 major trends associated with physical
punishment [5]. All of which has negative connotation. Set a good example to children. Have positive reinforcement
towards them. Physical punishment should be avoided at all costs to educate and discipline children.
First, physical punishment may be too cruel. It may cause bruises, wounds, black eye, etc. If not controlled,
physical punishment may cause serious injury to the children. Then, you use force to enforce yourself. The stronger must
not use his force to show correctness. What happens if you are wrong? Is it ok for you to be subjected to physical harms?
To conclude, it is the duty of each one to protect each other and not cause harm to each one.
Second, the psychological effect might be traumatic. Studies show that children who are hit are more likely to
become hitters themselves, that is, bullies and future abusers of their own children and partners. Physical punishment has
negative association with mental health. Next, to hit someone is wrong. Children may do the wrong acts because they see
the wrong acts done by others. Children may not learn anything from being scolded improperly.
Lastly, instead of being good, the opposite may happen, a more rebellious child. Research shows that physical
punishment is associated with increases in antisocial behavior, delinquency, and aggression in children, and decreases in
the quality of the parent-child relationship, children’s mental health, and children’s capacity to internalize socially
acceptable behavior [6]. To be good, children need good caregivers. Goodness begets goodness. The essence of
forgiveness and discipline must be balanced. Hurting must not be part of a family.
To summarize, there are three major reasons why physical punishment harms children more than do good to
them. They are physical punishment may be too cruel, the psychological effect might be traumatic and it may result to a
more rebellious children. “Corporal punishment is of limited effectiveness and has potentially deleterious side effects.
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The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that parents be encouraged and assisted in the development of
methods other than spanking for managing undesired behavior [7]”.
Sample Essay
Negative effects of cheating
Why do people cheat? Why do people cheat on schoolwork? To do the things wrong is against humanity and
God. I am one of them who did cheating in school. Will you still listen to me for what it did to me? I deeply realized the
effects of cheating. The negative effects of cheating on schoolwork are unlovable and detestable.
The first effect of cheating on schoolwork is a bent on morality of the individual who cheated and on the one
who helped him or her. Life here is a test. Some things are hard, we know. We must not sacrifice morality for our
personal gains. Secondly, it is unfair to your fellow classmates. They have taken their part to understand and do their
schoolwork and you did not. Last of this, you may repeat this in other parts of your life and worst is you do other harmful
things to you and others like stealing, lying, adultery, murder, etc. For example, you cheated at schoolwork that you
know is wrong. It is already a sin. Sin gradually increases and you may be too late to lessen it.
The second effect is this be a sign of laziness. Schoolwork is there to make us a busy person and develop us
eventually. Doing things the easiest way is to let others do your work. It may mean you did not understand the lesson and
did not study it. Furthermore, there are group works which you can let others help you. In addition, school makes us to be
independent in the future, equipped with the things we need. As an example, what you sow is what you get. The things
that you do today will have an effect on the things you reap tomorrow. If you didn’t do your schoolwork, you will face
hardships then on.
Lastly, it is a sign of incompetence. We study to become competent and cheating on it is not going around the
tree the easiest way. The joy of studying must be realized. It like loves, is it ok to cheat when loving? A big no! Another
point to support, it is learning to be independent. Independent people are trustworthy persons. Finally, this is a challenge.
We have to face the challenge willingly and rightfully. As an example, when the cheating is caught, the cheater will have
a punishment. He may not pass the subject.
In conclusion, for me, there are three major effects of cheating on schoolwork namely a bent on the morality of
an individual and it a sign of laziness and incompetence. The effects of cheating have drastic effect on an individual and
cheating on schoolwork is not excusable and not tolerable. We hope that cheating be minimized or be eradicated
completely. This is another commandment of God, do not cheat at all.

CONCLUSION
Robinhood effect is the essence that you give even you sometime have to sin. Mostly, it is stealing. Crying
effect is the result of the committed crime or sin which can be forgivable or not.
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